1. BACKGROUND

1.1 START TIME

1.2 FIELD WORKER'S CODE

1.3. DATE OF INTERVIEW

1.4. NAME OF OUT-MIGRANT

1.5. OUT-MIGRANT’S ID

1.6. OUT-MIGRANT’S LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD

1.7. ID OF ROOM WHERE OUT-MIGRANT USED TO SLEEP

2. DESTINATION OF OUT-MIGRANT

2.1. NAME & CODE OF AREA OF DESTINATION

Name: Prov/Dist/Loc/Village or estate & Code: 1=Within same DSA slum, 2=Other DSA Nairobi slum, 3=non-DSA Nairobi slum, 4=Nairobi Non-slum, 5=Other urban area of Kenya, 6=Rural Kenya, 7=Outside Kenya; 8=Unknown; IF ANSWER IN 2.1. IS NOT “1” OR “2” SKIP TO 3

2.2. VILLAGE NAME & CODE (Get code from 1)

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MIGRATION

3.1. MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR OUT-MIGRATION AND CODE (get code from 2)

3.2. DATE OF OUT-MIGRATION

3.3 OUT-MIGRANT MOVED (A) ALONE, (W) WITH WHOLE HOUSEHOLD, (P) WITH PART OF HOUSEHOLD?

4. RESPONDENT'S PARTICULARS

4.1 RESPONDENT’S NAME

4.2 RESPONDENT’S ID

4.3 RESPONDENT’S RELATIONSHIP TO MIGRANT (Get code from other forms) …………………

4.4 END TIME

5. OFFICE/FIELD CHECK DETAILS

5.1 FS CODE & CHECK DATE

5.2 OFFICE CODE & CHECK DATE

---

1 DSA Slum/Village Code: Kawangware: REFER TO THE TABLE ON LIST OF VILLAGES.

2 Reason for migration: Family Related: 01=family/friend left; 02=Got married; 03= Moved with family; 04=Divorced/widowed/ separated; 05=Independence from family; Housing features: 06=poor housing; 07=lack of amenities; 08=Room/house was small; 09=Structure/room damaged; 10=Can not afford rent/rent too high; Conflict related: 11= argued with family/friend; 12= Civil conflict; 13=Evicted; Security related: 14=Insecurity (unsafe); Job related: 15=Lost job there 16=Poor job prospects; 17=Too far from place of work; 18=No land for farming; Health related: 19. Poor health services 20=Poor health conditions; 21=High health costs; Other reasons: 22=Just for a change; 88=Don’t know; 96=other (specify______).

3 Relationships: AUN= Aunt; BIL=Brother-in-law; BRO= Brother; CHD = Child; COU=Cousin; CWF = Co-wife; DIL = Daughter-in-law; GCH = Grand child; GDP = Grand parent; HUS = Husband; NEP=Nephew; NIE=Niece; NRL = Not related; PAR = Parent; PIL = Parent-in-Law; SIL=Sister-in-law; SIS=Sister; SLF =Self; SOL= Son-in-law; STP=Step Child; UNC=Uncle; UNK = Unknown relation; WIF = Wife OTH = Other (specify______)